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NIR!Sub-mm!
•  Star Formation!
  Counter rotating stellar disks!
  SiO (5-4) and (2-1) line emission!
•  Cosmic Rays in the CMZ!
  Interaction with Molecular Clouds!
  Chemistry of the Gas!
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Star Formation near Sgr A*!
 Young stellar disks on sub-pc scale!
•  ``Star Formation is forbidden due to tidal shearʼʼ!
•  Early type stars in two disks < 0.5pc!
•  Coeval disks t=(6+/-2)x106 yrs!
•  Stellar  mass  ~104 solar mass!
•  r-2 stellar density profile !
•  A central 1” hole!
Paumard et al. 2006!
Lu et al. 2009!
Stellar Disk Formation !
Nayakshin, Cuadra and Springel 2007 !
•  In-situ star formation!
•  Simulation of star formation 
in an accretion disk: efficient!
•  Snapshot of disk column 
density!
•  Red spots: stars > 3 solar 
mass!
•  Self-gravity vs tidal shear!
Molecular Ring and Its Interior: On-going Star Formation? !
•  HCN line emission (red)!
•  Free-free (green)!
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Molecular Ring Orbiting Sgr A*!
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Molecular Ring Orbiting Sgr A*!
•  Detected 11 SiO clumps witin 0.5pc!
•  Unbound by self-gravity tdyn << tcollapse !
•  FWHM~ 150 km/s!
•  Blue-shifted velocity wings!
•  Non-circular radial velocities!
•  SiO is an excellent tracer of shocked gas 
in protostellar outflows !
•  SiO sources are YSO outflows!
•  L  and ΔV similar to Galactic YSOs!
•  Age ~104-5 years !
Molecular Ringʼs Interior: SiO (5-4) Line Emission!
Gibb et al (2004, 2007)!
Molecular Ring: SMA  Observations: SiO (5-4) Line!
 Additional 26 clumps within 2pc!
Molecular Ring Orbiting Sgr A*!
The clumps in the ring appear to be massive !
YSO outflows!
Molecular Ringʼs Interior: ALMA SiO (5-4) Clumps!
Molecular Mass ~ 0.2-2 !
Bipolar Outflow from Clump F? !
Blueshift   30<v<55 km/s!
Redshift    65<v<90 km/s           !
SiO (5-4) line emission           !
SiO (5-4) line emission           !
H2O maser (GBT)          !CH3OH maser (GBT)          !
X-ray!IR!Sub-mm!
The Central Molecular Zone !
 Large Reservoir of Molecular gas !
 Warm Molecular Gas 50—200 K!
 Strong Nonthermal Emission!
 High Cosmic ray ionization rate!
SiO (2-1) and CH3OH from the CMZ!
106  cm-3 , T~100-200K!
SiO  and CH3OH Emission throughout the CMZ!
Correlation!
Grain surface chemistry!
SiO (5-4) and SiO (2-1) Clumps in the Molecular Ring!
Shock Model! Grain surface chemical model!
Schilke et al. 1997!
•  Evidence for in-situ recent  star formation !
1.  SiO clumps!
2.  Luminosity vs linewidths !
3.  CH3OH and H2O masers!
Conclusion!
•  Cosmic Rays in the CMZ!
  Interaction with Molecular Clouds!
  Grain surface chemistry to explain SiO 
and CH3OH!
